• INTRODUCTION II • ANALYSIS
Assuming irrotational, inviscid and incompressible flow, the velocity field v can be derived from a potential <1>, satisfying :
-> representing the main flow <1>_(x) = U_.x, respectively the disturbance flow cp with w =Vcp, which must vanish at infinity : w(X~00, 1)~O. On the wetted parts of the profile impermeability requires The potential is split into two parts:
On the cavity surface, described by F(x, 1) =0, the kinematie and the dynamic boundary conditions must be satisfied. The kinematie boundarv condition can be wriuen, after -F V F -normalisation with F= 1V FI and 1V FI = n , ln unsteady sheet cavitation on ship propellors it has been observed, that a cavity sheet can be shed off partly or completely and develop into a cloud on the afterbody of the propellor, where a collective collapse of the bubbles within that cloud can happen [1, 2, 3) . A complete break-off cycle ( fig.  1 and 2) is described by : 1. Following a previous break-off, a sheet cavity starts to grow. 2. At a certain length the growth will cease and a strong reentrant jet is formed at the closure of the cavity.
3. The velocity of the jet is directed towards the leading edge and of the order of the free stream velocity. 4 . The re-entrant jet reaches the cavity near the leading edge and impinges on the cavity interface. 5. The rear part of the cavity sheet breaks off and transforms into a more or less spanwise cylindrical bubble cloud. The upstream dirccted momentum of the jet causes a large circulation around the cloud. 6 . The front part of the original cavity is reduced to a tiny sheet cavity, whieh will grow again and the cycle starts ail over. The cloud is transported downstream. This paper concentrates on the numerical modelling of stages 1-4 of the unsteady shedding of the 2D cavity sheet. A boundary element method (BEM) is used. 
Modé1isation numériqne 2D des poches de cavitation instationnaires

III • NUMERICAL MODELLING
For a material point the velocity v. is equal to VlI> and the time derivative is the material derivative -2....
Dt'
where a reference pressure P~has been taken at x~= O.
For a point moving with arbitrary velocity v. the rate of change of <p is : (9) After performing the time integration of (9) a new value for <p is obtained, which can be used as a Dirichlet-type condition on the cavity boundary.
Since in 2D the flow domain around a hydrofoil is not simple connected, the solution for the Laplace equation for the potential is non-unique. However, it can be made unique by imposing the Kutta 'condition.
Altematively, the free surface can also be considered as an infinite set of the same material particles, of which the location xft) is given by :
Physically, equation (4) describes the displacement of a point on the free surface in the direction normal to the free surface, for which only the normal velocity is needed. In equation (5) in addition the tangential velocity is used to determine the position of the free surface.
Over a free surface a jump in the tangential velocity exists, so formally it is not correct to speak of either particles or a material velocity of the free surface. The choice of the tangential velocity is arbitrary, iinmaterial so to say, since it gives no contribution to the displacement of a nonmaterial interface. Analytically the formulations (4) and (5) are equivalent. However, for numerical modelling they are not equivalent.
If we assume thermodynamic equilibrium and no gas, but oruy vapour inside the cavity, the dynarnic boundary condition states, that on the cavity interface the pressure is equal to the vapour pressure Pv : (6) The solution of the Laplace equation (1) can formally be written as :
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The potential <p(x~in a generaI point x p can be expressed in the values of <P and~: on the boundary S by using (10). On the prome a<p is prescribed according to (3) , whereas on the an cavity interface the potential <p is prescribed, after perforrning the time integration of (9 where q= q-q is the difference between the cubic approximation q and a piecewise Iinear function q. The Iinear approximation q can be used to obtain the lefthand side of [4] has been adapted and extended.
• 3.3 Time integration
The time integration is done iteratively. In the first iteràtion of a time step the values of the various unknown quantities are taken at 1 -1. In the subsequent iterations, the time inte-
To compute the integrals in (10) the variables <p and a<p, as weil as the geometry of the cavity and the profile, are an approximated by a third-order polynomial. The cubic is defined in the interval [xi_l' Xi] as :
, where we define :
with the discrete material derivative D<p according to (9) , gravity being neglected and 1 V<p 1 2 = wJ112 +WS2, with WN
and WS the components of the disturbance velocity.
To prevent instabilities a relaxation of the displacement and <p is applied aftereach iteration, e.g. :
These definitions ensure in the nodal points Xi continuity of the function y(x) and its first derivative y'(x) (= k), but not of its second derivative y"(x). In early attempts with a cubic spline, where k i is found by requiring continuity of y"(x) in Xi' the solution was sometimes badly deteriorated by occurrence of spline oscillations. Defining k i instead by averaging the Iinear sIopes, smoothes these oscillations:
The calculations are initialized from a fully wetted f1ow.
For time 1 > 0 a stepwise pressure reduction to the prescribed a-value is introduced. The initial cavity is taken to be short and coincident with the profile.
• 3. 
The f10w domain around a 2-dimensional foil is not simple connected, hence the Kutta condition is necessary to determipe a unique solution, and a cut is made from the profile to infinity, the so-called wake line, making the domain simple connected.
In an unsteady f10w the circulation r around the profile changes, resulting in a vortex distribution y(s, t) being convected a10ng the wake line :
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where V=1- (v+ + v-) is the average of the tangential veloci- 
as This implies that the tangential velocity is discontinuous over the wake line. The wake line starts at the trailing edge and extends downstream to infinity, its position being determined by the kinematic condition (4) .
To simplify the calculations the vorticity in the wake is neglected, hence the steady Kutta condition is used : r an ds . Since the spatial constant doublet distribution along a curve is equivalent to the contribution of two vortices in the end points of that curve, this integral can easily be calculated analytically. One of these vortices is at infinity and hence gives a vanishing contribution to the flow at a finite distance from the profile.
• 3.5 Regridding technique
In the determination of the integrals in (10) the number and distribution of nodal points Si is not kept constant. For fully wet flow calculations a sine-spacing is applied. For cavitating flow the lower, noncavitating, part of the profile has the same sine-spacing constant fixed in time. On the upper part, the last 10 % is spaced symmetric with the lower part. The cavity part and the first 10 % immediately behind the most 'rear part of the cavity are spaced equidistant. On the remaining upper part the spacing is relatively coarse in the middle and matches with the spacings in the adjoining regions.
The calculation of the time dependent position of the free surface by tracking of the nodal points, see (18), would result in a very dense distribution of nodal points on the downstream part of the interface. A regridding process is applied after each time step [1] . At odd time steps in the regridding process the grid points are redistributed equidistant over the cavity interface with prescribed distance, adding or removing a point if necessary. At even time steps one discrete point is added and the new location of each discrete point is chosen between two previous discrete points. ·The alternating grid positions effectively suppress point to point wiggles. After the redistribution of the points over the free surface, the function values at the new locations are calculated, using the cubic function approximations, which were fitted previously using the old distribution. This regridding is considered to be vital for the success of Oguz's method [4] .
CI 3.6 Treatrnent of end points
The detachment point DP and the closure point CP offer special problems. Each of these points consists actually out of two coinciding discrete points: one on the solid wall (W) and the other on the cavity surface (C). Hence, in CP we have the four relevant function values Cp~P' cpgl" WN~p and WNÉp' which must be matched somehow. Here C and W denote values on the cavity respectively the wall. Aiso the displacement of the end points offers problems. Points on the free surface are transported as material points. In addition, both end points have to remain on the surface of the profile. However, if the detachment point DP is moved as a material point, then it will continue to move downstream, owing to the large downstream velocity tangent to the wall. This is not in agreement with reality, where the position of DP is observed to be almost steady. This is solved by keeping the location of DP fixed in time at the point of minimum pressure found on the fully wetted profile. To ensure continuity of the potential in Dp, the potential at the cavity border point <PÉp is prescribed to be the most recent iterated ·al· d f th fil (3) can be applied. On the cavity at CP there is a direct relation between the normal velocity on the free surface and the normal and tangential velocities at CP on the profile. The potential Cp~P is determined as solution from the Laplace equation. The potential <PÉp is calculated using the dynamic boundary condition (8) . For a general point on the cavity the material derivative is used, see eq. (9). However, for the CP on the cavity that can be different, since the displacement of CP must be kept within bounds. To prevent the free surface from sinking into the prome, the displacement of CP is corrected only if K:(Scp --}-1t) < 0, where K: is the local curvature of the cavity. Then the displacement of the CP is as :
where &-is the interval size on the cavity and c is a large arbitrary constant in the range c = 50... 500. Due to the correction term in (24), the displacement no longer matches .exactly the calculated velocity, so the general time derivative as in (8) 1) (25) 3. The region and sorne notations around the trailing edge.
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of integration points between two nodal points Si is crucial : 6 integration points resulted in a 10 % error in the circulation, whereas 15 points improved the accuracy to 0. r--__ .
4. Cavity growth.
The initial testing of computations at cavitating flow condition was done with a NACA 0012 profile at an angle of attack a = 6' and a cavitation number a = 0.25. This 10w
value of a would in reality give supercavitation, but in the initial tests calculations usually were aborted when the cavity length had grown to an extent of less than 50 % chord length. Runs are started with about 60 points, of which 25 are on the bottom surface, 30 on the top surface behind the cavity and 5 (including the end points) on the cavity. The initially very small cavity starts with DP and CP at 1 % and 4 % chordrespectively. During the computation the number of points on the cavity and the top surface are altered, with a major increase in total number of points when the jet is formed and moves upstream inside the cavity. The most critical aspect of the program is the modelling of the closure point, especially in the phase when the re-entrant jet starts to form. To suppress fatal oscillations, which were initially caused by the use of cubic splines, it proved to be necessary to introduce the smoothing using (14). The development of the cavity is shown in figure 3 . Just before the downstream end of the cavity a typical deformation is seen: a dip, followed by an increase in height in the flnal highly curved, almost circular, end of the cavity. This dip is already found at quite an early stage of the development of the sheet and probably caused by the initial condition. On the initial cavity surface the wet . flow solution gives pressures below the prescribed vapour pressure and hence velocities larger than the maximum speed resulting from the steady Bernoulli equation. This effect keeps playing a role during the subsequent evolution of the cavity.
The displacement of the sheet is related to the material velocities. At the cavity end there is a large tangential velocity. The time integration with a flnite/::"( tends to increase the local radius of the cavity end. where the value of À =0.9 is chosen and again the velocities are evaluated at ( -1 for the flrst iteration and at ( -ifor the next iterations. The treatment of the end points which is described here, is a provisional method, which needs further investigation.
IV.RESULTS
• 4.1 Wet flow test calculations
Large parts of the procedure can be tested for a fully wetted Using the same value a = 1.3 as in the experiment resulted in a cavity length which is much too short. ln the experiment the actual pressure in the cavity can be larger than the vapour pressure (partial gas pressure, surface tension), so comparison with a lower theoretical a-value makes sense. Also blockage in the experiment lowers the pressure. Hence, the calculations have been repeated at a = 1.04 and a = 0.78. Decreasing a results in a larger cavity, both in length and thickness, as can be expected. The formation of the jet starts at a rather early stage, while the cavity is still rapidly growing. The jet velocity can initially even be directed downstream see fig. 8 , where the velocity vectors at the surface are shown. After the initial jet formation with a low or in this case even a downstream velocity, the re-entrant jet gains in strength and a high-speed layer is formed. This layer col-!ides with the slow or stagnant front part of the jet and is pushed upwards. When the jet touches the upper cavity interface, the computation is stopped in the present version of the program. This push-up can also be observed experimentally as the frothy cavity surface travelling upstream.
From figure 6 it is obvious, that the maximum cavity length has not yet been reached, when the calculation aborts. In ail cases a decrease in the growth rate is noted with increasing length. A rough estimate of the final cavity length can be found by extrapolation, see table in figure 6. and the computation is aborted. In case B3 the coarseness of the grid does not allow the fonnation of a jet and the calculated shape evolves into a stationary shape. The computational results, though systematically with a shorter cavity length than Shen & Petersen [6] , arc not unrealistic. The present calculations, series B, are obtained with a NACA 0012 profile, which has a considerably larger nose radius thickness in the region, where the sheet cavity is formed. This reduces the cavity thickness and its length.
• 4.5 Time seales
For the various cases the numerically simulated sheet and jet fonnation takes about~of the total period, which is experi-3 mentally observed to be SIr'" 0.3, where SIr is the dimensionless shedding frequency. This is a reasonable result, considering that the numerical result covers only the first part of a complete shedding cycle.
v • CONCLUSIONS
The developed method of calculation gives promlSlng results in 20, both qualitatively and quantitatively. Further investigation is needed to increase the general robustness of the method, the treatment of the c10sure point Cp, the possible effects of releasing the position of the detachment point Dp, improvement of the implementation of the unsteady Kutta condition. etc. Extensions to situations with a fully detached cavity are necessary to study the shedding process. For an accurate determination of the relationship between the Strouhal number and the cavitation number 0" a complete cycle must be calculated and not only the first part of the cycle when the cavity is growing. The circulation around such a detached cavity can be quite large, necessitating the proper implementation of the unsteady Kutta condition. 
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